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Abstract
We propose an approach to gait analysis that relies on
fitting 3–D temporal motion models to synchronized video
sequences. These models allow us not only to track but also
to recover motion parameters that can be used to recognize
people and characterize their style.
Because our method is robust to occlusions and insensitive to changes in direction of motion, our proposed approach has the potential to overcome some of the main limitations of current gait analysis methods. This is an important step towards taking biometrics out of the laboratory
and into the real world.

1. Introduction
Most current gait analysis algorithms rely on
appearance-based methods that do not explicitly take
into account the 3–D nature of the motion. In this work,
we propose an approach that relies on robust 3–D tracking and has the potential to overcome the limitations
of appearance-based approaches, such as their sensitivity to occlusions and changes in the direction of motion.
In previous work [18], we have shown that using motion models based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
and inspired by those proposed in [15, 16] lets us formulate the tracking problem as one of minimizing differentiable objective functions whose state variables are the PCA
weights. Furthermore, the differential structure of these objective functions is rich enough to take advantage of standard deterministic optimization methods, whose computational requirements are much smaller than those of probabilistic ones and can nevertheless yield very good results
even in difficult situations.
In this paper, we will argue that, in addition to allowing us to track the motion, these methods can also be used
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to recognize people and characterize their motion. More
specifically, we first used an optical motion capture system and a treadmill to build a database of walking motions for a few subjects. We then captured both the motion
of these subjects and of other people by running our PCAbased tracker [18] on low-resolution stereo data. The resulting weights can then be used to recognize the people in the
database and to characterize the motion of those who are
not.
Because our tracking algorithm is robust to occlusions
and insensitive to changes in direction of motion, our proposed approach has the potential to overcome some of the
main limitations of current gait analysis methods. This is
important if biometrics, defined as measures taken from
living people and used for identity verification or recognition [3], are to move out of the laboratory and into the real
world.
In the remainder of this paper, we first discuss related
work and introduce our PCA-based motion tracking algorithm. We then show how its output can be used to recognize and characterize different walking motions and conclude with some perspectives for future work.

2. Related Work
Current approaches to gait identification can be classified into two broad categories: Appearance-based ones that
deal directly with image statistics and Model-based ones
that first fit a model to the image data and then analyze the
variation of its parameters.
Because model-fitting tends to be difficult where images are concerned, the majority of published approaches
fall into the first category. Some rely on first processing
each frame independently and then using PCA [12, 8] or
HMM [7, 11] to model the transitions from one frame to the
next. Other methods exploit the spatio-temporal statistics of
the image stream. An early example of this approach can
be found in the work by Niyogi [13]. More recently, methods that rely on dense optical flow [10] or self similarity
plots computed via correlation of pairs of images [1, 4] have
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Figure 1. Models. (a) Volumetric primitives attached to an articulated skeleton. (b) Percentage of the database that can be generated
with a given number of eigenvectors.

been proposed. The main drawback of these appearancebased approaches is that they are usually designed only for
a specific viewpoint, usually fronto-parallel. Furthermore
guaranteeing robustness against clothing and illumination
changes remains difficult even though much effort has been
expanded to this end, for example by processing silhouettes
or binary masks instead of the image itself [1].
Among model-based methods, is the one by Yam et
al. [19] in which leg motion is extracted by temporal template matching with a model defined by forced coupled oscillators. Individual signatures are them derived by Fourier
analysis. Another good recent example of model-based gait
recognition can be found in [3]. The gait signature is extracted by using Fourier series to describe the motion of
the upper leg and by applying temporal evidence gathering
techniques to extract the moving model from a sequence
of images. However these techniques are still 2–D, which
means that a near fronto-parallel view is assumed. The approach we propose can be viewed as an extension of this
philosophy to full 3–D modeling by replacing the Fourier
analysis by the fitting of our PCA-based motion models.

3. Tracking
In this section we introduce our body and motion models
and show how we can use them for tracking.

3.1. Models
In previous work [14] we have developed the bodymodel depicted by Figure 1(a) that is composed of implicit
surfaces attached to an articulated skeleton. Each primitive
defines a field function and the skin is taken to be a level
set of the sum of these fields. Defining surfaces in this manner lets us define a distance function of data points to the
model that is easy to evaluate and differentiable.

To build motion models, we have used a Vicon optical motion capture system to capture 4 people, 2 men and
2 women walking at 9 different speeds ranging from 3 to 7
km/h by increments of 0.5km/h on a treadmill. The data was
segmented into cycles and sampled at regular time intervals
using quaternion spherical interpolation so that each exam 
samples of a motion starting at
ple can be treated as
normalized time and ending at normalized time . An example is then represented by an angular motion vector of
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where the Q 2 are the eigenvalues corresponding to the <2
eigenvectors. It is depicted by Figure 1 (b) as a function of
L . The posture at time 0  is computed by interpolating the
components of the vector of Eq. 2 as discussed above.
Figure 2 depicts the first three 2 coefficients of the origiJ in terms of the
2 eigennal motion vectors when expressed
vectors. Note that the vectors corresponding to specific subjects tend to cluster. Figure 3 depicts the behavior of the
fourth component which varies almost monotonically with
walking speed. We will take advantage of these facts for
recognition and characterization purposes in Section 4.

3.2. Deterministic tracking
Most recent tracking techniques rely on probabilistic
methods to increase robustness [9, 6, 5, 2, 17]. While effective, such approaches require large amount of computations. In previous work [18], we developed an approach
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Figure 2. Clustering behavior of the first 2 coefficients of Eq. 2 for the motion vectors measured for
J
4 subjects walking at speeds ranging from
3 to 7km/h. (a) First two coefficients that form one cluster
per subject. (b) First three coefficients that also form compact clusters used for recognition.

that relies on the motion models of Section 3.1 to formulate the tracking problem as the one of minimizing differentiable objective functions. The structure of these objective
functions is rich enough to take advantage of standard deterministic optimization methods and, thus, reduce the computational costs.
Given a R -frame video sequence in which the motion
of a subject remains relatively steady such as those of Figures 4 and 5, the entire motion can be completely described
by the angular motion vector of Eq. 2 and, for each frame, a
six-dimensional vector S  that defines the position and orientation of the root body model node with respect to an absolute referential. We therefore take the state vector T to be
T
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where the 0  are the normalized times assigned to each
frame and which must also be treated as optimization variables.
In the sequences of Figures 4 and 5, the images we show
were acquired using one of three synchronized cameras and
used to compute clouds of 3–D points via correlation-based
stereo. The T state vector, and thus the motion, were recovered by minimizing in the least-squares sense the distance
of the body model to those clouds in all frames simultaneously. The 2 recovered by the system define the style of
the motion, J and this information will be used in the following section for characterization and recognition purposes.

4. Characterization and Recognition
The motion style is encoded by the 2 coefficients of
Eq. 2, since they measure the deviation J from the average
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Figure 3. The fourth 2 coefficient evolve
allmost monotonically J with the speed. The
dashed lines represent the values obtained
with the tracking. The upper two lines corresponds to the two women of Fig. 4, while the
lower corresponds to the male of Fig. 5.

motion along orthogonal directions. The tracker can thus be
used for motion characterization and recognition since these
coefficients are its output.
Our experiments show that, for characterization purposes, using the first six coefficients that represent 90% of
the database, as shown in Figure 1(b), appears to be optimal. Using more coefficients results in overfitting while using fewer yields a system that is not flexible enough to produce good tracking results and tends to change the value of
the first components to compensate for missing ones, which
results in a poor classification.

Figure 4. Using low resolution stereo data to track the two women whose motion was recorded in
the database. The recovered skeleton poses are overlaid in white.

Figure 5. Tracking the walking motion of a man whose motion was not recorded in the database.
We use the three examples of Figures 4 and 5 to highlight our system’s behavior. The sequences were captured
using a 640x480 Digiclops triplet of cameras operating
at 14Hz. Because we had to ensure that the subjects would
be visible in the whole sequence without moving the cameras, they only occupy relatively small parts of the images,
which results in very low resolution stereo data. Figure 4
depicts the tracking results for the two women whose motion has been recorded in the database. The motion of their
legs is accurately captured. The arms, however, have not

been tracked as precisely for two main reasons: Arm motion on a treadmill is quite different from what can be observed when walking naturally and the errors in the noisy
cloud of 3D points we use for fitting are sometimes bigger than the distance from the arms to the torso. In [18]
we have shown that these results can be improved by dropping the steady motion assumption and allowing the 2 to
J
vary. These errors, however, do not appear to affect recognition as will be shown below.
Figure 5 depicts our tracking results for a man whose

motion was not recorded in the database. This example
shows the ability of our system to handle motions that are
not originally part of the database.

4.1. Recognition
Recall that, as shown in Figure 2(b), the first three 2 coefficients of the motion vectors in the database tend toJ form
separate clusters for each subject. Our approach handles the
motion sequences as a whole as opposed to a set of individual poses, thus making the clusters compact enough for direct classification. A given pose can be common to more
than one subject, but not the whole movement.
As the clusters are sufficiently far apart, a simple kmeans algorithm can be used to compute them and yield
the result depicted by the outlines of Figure 2(b). We take
;
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Figure 6. Recognition from stereo data. Black
circles represent tracking result for database
and non-database subjects.
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where the Q 2 are the eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenvectors of Eq. 1. This distance logically gives more weight
to the first coefficients, which are the most descriptive ones
as shown in Figure 1(b). In fact, it can be easily shown to be
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where is the covariance matrix of the database motion
vectors.
Figure 6 depicts the first two 2 coefficients computed
for each one of the three examplesJ of Figures 4 and 5 as circles drawn on the plot of Figure 2(b). For both women, the
first two recovered coefficients fall in the center of the cluster formed by their recorded motion vectors. Higher order
coefficients exhibit small variations that can be ascribed to
the fact that walking on a treadmill changes the style. For
the man whose motion was not recorded in the database,
the recovered coefficients fall within the cluster that corresponds to the men whose motion was recorded and whose
weight and height are closest. The third coefficient, however, can be used to differentiate the two men.
These experimental observations lead us to formulate the
following hypothesis that will have to be validated using a
much larger database: The first few coefficients encode both
general sociological and physiological characteristics such
as weight, height, gender, or age and the remaining ones can
be used to distinguish among people who share these characteristics.

4.2. Characterization
For the man of Figure 5, the recorded motion that is closest in terms of the distance of Eq. 5 to the one our system re-

Figure 7. Tracking a running motion.
covers corresponds to a slow 3km/h walk, which is correct
in this case. This makes sense since, as shown in Figure 3,
the fourth 2 coefficient encodes speed. On this figure, we
J
also represent
the respective speeds of the two women of
Figure 4 as horizontal dashed lines. The system yields a
higher speed for the woman shown in the lower half of the
figure than for the other one, which can be simply confirmed
by counting the number of frames it takes each one of them
to cross the room.
In previous work [18] depicted by Figure 7, we showed
that our tracking approach can also handle running motions
and transitions from walking to running. This was done by
replacing the walking database of Figure 4 by one that encompasses both activities and is depicted by Figure 8. In
this more complete database, the first coefficients of vectors
corresponding to walking motions are more compressed
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Figure 8. First two 2 components for a
database composed ofJ walking and running.
They tend to cluster by subject and activity.

but still form separate clusters. Similarly, the vectors corresponding to running still cluster by identity even though
these clusters are much more elongated, reflecting the fact
that there is more variation in running style and that the
database should be expanded. However, this gives us confidence that the methodology we propose should extend naturally to identity and activity recognition.

5. Conclusion
We have presented an approach to motion characterization and recognition that is robust to view-point, clothing
and illumination changes as well as to occlusions because it
relies on extracting style parameters of the 3–D motion over
a whole sequence and using them to perform the classification. Using low-quality stereo data, we have demonstrated
that these parameters can indeed be recovered and used. Of
course, using higher quality data could only improve the results.
Currently, the major limitation comes from the small size
of the database we use, which we will endeavor to grow.
This may result in clusters corresponding to different people
or styles in PCA space becoming more difficult to separate.
If such is the case, we plan to investigate the use of more sophisticated classification techniques to segment those clusters and allow us to handle potentially many classes that can
exhibit huge variability.
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